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Reply To Comments
Replying to comments is a fantastic way to build
relationships and engagement in your community.
Take some time every day to do it. 

Comment On Big Accounts
Commenting on big accounts gives you exposure and make
more people follow your page. However, make sure that the
comments you are making are relevant and valuable.

Answer DMs
Answering DMs is a great way to build relationships and
engagement. (And sometimes to even sell something.)

Comment On Relevant Accounts
To make this clear, most people don’t have 100K followers and
they are thrilled when they get a new comment. Take
advantage of this and make them join your audience. Start
commenting on hashtags and use the “sandwich” formula for
commenting. (You can find out more about that concept in my
10X Instagram Secrets book.)



Engagement In Stories
Getting people to engage with your stories is a miraculous
way to skyrocket your story views and make a huge impact.
Start running polls, creating quizes and asking questions to
make sure they will engage with you.

Deliver Value
The best way to build a community of engaged followers is to
deliver value in everything you are doing. Stories, posts, DMs,
comments, etc. That is the reason why they followed you in
the first place..

Profile Optimization
Your profile optimization is the difference between a person
that follows you, or just an another visitor that will leave your
profile right away. Make sure your profile photo, headline, bio,
highlights, and feed are optimized properly. (I give a deeper
insight about this topic in my 10X Instagram Secrets book.)

Collaborations
Collaborations are a great way to grow your account. Find a
relevant account with high following and engagement and ask
them to collaborate. That way their followers will come to you
and your followers will follow them. Beneficial for everybody!
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Deliver Value, Again
When creating post, ask yourself how you can deliver
as much value as possible. Value is what works, and money
comes hand to hand with it.

Pay Attention To The Design
Instagram is a visual platform. And the better your desing is,
the better results you are going to have. For my own designs I
use Canva. But programs like Adobe Photoshop, etc. are great
as well.

Attractive Headline
Attractive headline is everything. The human’s attention
span is geting shorter and shorter. Right now, it is around  
8 seconds. So, pay attention to your headlines.

Eye-Catching Cover Slide
For the same reason as the headline, your cover slide has to
be eye-catching and it should make them want discover more.
A great trick for that is using scroll-stopping elements like
(eyes, humans, interesting items, etc.)



Survey Your Audience
How the hell can you know what your audience wants to see
unless you ask them? Start asking questions, polling your
audinece in stories and gathering data to make sure you
make posts about something that interests them.

Jump On Trends
Trending content is performing extremely great. Right now, it
is Instagram reels. Instagram began promoting it heavily and
people love it. By doing reels, you can get a massive exposure.

Don’t Be Boring
Who likes a boring content? I would say that nobody.
When creating your posts, stories, videos, and reels, you
want to make sure that you entertaing your audience.

Write Strong Captions
Captions are the difference between a good post and a great
post. Start caring about them. Personally, I love using hook-
transition-CTA formula for that. (More details on that formula
is in my 10X Instagram Secrets book.)
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Engage Every Day
Staying consistent in this part is absolutely vital for your
Instagram success. Engage with your audience every single day.
Comment, answer comments, etc. It is essential for growth.

Post Every Day
Posting every single day is an another vital thing that you have
to do. You need to be active and provide your audience with a
great content every day. It is key for your IG as well as
business and sales.

Be Active In Stories
Not using stories consistently is missing out on a huge
opportunity. 500 million people are checking stories and
not leveraging them is a huge mistake.

Learn Every Day
If I had to choose one single thing that rules all of these, I
would chose learning. Learning is necessary for your personal
growth as well as your Instagram success. When you grow
yourself, you grow your Instagram. That is the reality.


